Morning View Studios in Dixon

Things were moving along great before this Measure N hit Morning View. Deals were struck with the landowners that covered 800 acres of land. The City provided a letter to fast tract and streamline the process. Financing is in place, the PLA is done and we are ready to move forward. We were helping Morning View through the approval process so things did not get “hung up”. Then bam, we hit the wall and need your help like never before.

This project is currently at a stand still due to Measure N. Measure N kills business and thus jobs; that is an understatement. When a developer, banker and attorney read it an blurt out “what the F#%” you know it is bad. Please see www.dixonpac.com for the details on Measure N.

Our role currently is to support the No on Measure N campaign and we desperately need members’ support. We were asked to help walk precincts in Dixon, only two brothers helped. Folks, Morning View has signed a PLA to build and operate this studio with 100% UNION people. We are talking about 1000 construction jobs short-term (2 years) and 300 full-time long-term jobs. Can we get you to help a brother out?

If we do not step up and show human support and kill Measure N, we lose big. Not only the project, but the fact our word of “support” is worthless. It pains me to be that direct but the Local’s reputation is on the line.

The people behind Measure N have approached other cities, Benicia and Davis, so this can spread if not soundly defeated in Dixon.

Contact the folks at www.dixonpac.com and support them at the soap box flash mobs and going door to door. You do not have to be a resident of Dixon; this effects our county.